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I recall with fondness my childhood wonder while watching the 

classic Disney animations like Robin Hood or Alice in 

Wonderland.  I remember the unsettled feeling of watching Alice 

chase that white rabbit, “I’m late, I’m late, for a very important 

date. No time to say ‘Hello’, ‘goodbye’ I’m late I’m late I’m late!” 

The words still ring clearly in my mind.  I don’t recall having the 

same pressing curiosity as Alice.  I remember feeling uneasy 

and confused that anyone would be in such a tyrannical haste. I 

had known no such pressing hurriedness in my own youth, so I 

think I simply could not comprehend what on earth would 

necessitate such a state of chaotic scramble.  In most recent 

weeks, I think that my own children look on at their mother and I 

in a similar state of confusion.  No matter the attempts to 

explain our life to our friends or to our children, I don’t think they can really grasp our frantic tempo during 

this season.  We madly dash onward like that poor white rabbit, with the faint voices of Alices echoing 

behind begging us pause and explain our blinding pace upsetting their grasp on a slightly more unruffled 

reality. 

  

After a couple weeks of heavy camp preparations, we were 

blessed to have a small team from our teammate Melissa’s 

sending church join us and our summer intern Lisa for a week of 

camp.  This was our last hurrah for our ministries in Ceske 

Budejovice, and God’s grace abounded throughout the 

week.  Most importantly, Cari and I both noticed how well the 

children were listening and tracking with the gospel message 

throughout the week, despite having little or no exposure 

previously, save for the few who have heard more general Bible 

truths through our English classes.  I was so impressed with 

how well the children were able to answer tough spiritual 

questions and think critically about the fallenness of humanity, sin, and death. I had little time to prepare 

my chapel messages this year, and I was heavily dependent on the Holy Spirit to fill in the gaps.  God’s 

grace abounded to these children as He allowed me to preach the gospel with a certain clarity that even 

surprised myself.   
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We gave an invitation to repent and trust in Christ for 

forgiveness and salvation on Thursday afternoon. I was 

particularly tested during this chapel message, as one of the 

parents arrived to check in on her daughter during my 

preaching.  As the time approached to give the invitation I was 

waging my own spiritual battle as I was immediately more self-

conscious of how I was presenting the gospel and if this likely 

atheistic parent would be upset if her daughter responded to the 

invitation.  However, as God gave me courage, I remained 

faithful to the Spirit’s leading.  To my surprise, this parent raised 

her hand to invite Christ into her life along with her daughter and 

9 other children!  

2 children who made 

decisions were of 

particular blessing to 

our hearts.  For years 

now, one of our 

professing atheist neighbors has not allowed their children to 

play with ours due to our faith.  However, for reasons unknown 

to us, they allowed their 2 kids to come to the camp this 

year.  Both of them received God’s grace this week, and we 

praise our heavenly father that He reached down to overcome 

the barriers to deliver his loving-kindness to these precious 

souls.  We were eager to connect these youth to opportunities for continued spiritual growth, so we were 

especially grateful this year that a missionary in this town joined us for the last several days of camp, as 

well as a translator who is an active member of a local church and will continue to live among these kids 

as a witness to their experiences this week.  
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Only 3 days after camp ended the movers came to transport all 

of our earthly possessions to Prague.  Having 3 days to pack up 

a household of 8 people, well, it’s still a little too traumatizing to 

go back there in my mind.  Maybe someday years from now 

we’ll be able to look back and smile as we do about some of the 

traumatic life events we’ve experienced in times far past.  For 

now, it’s all a little fresh, as we devolved into throwing items into 

garbage bags and discarding to the curb half of the contents of 

our garage.  Paring down into a household about 1/3 the 

previous size has been…a challenge.  But alas we are settled in 

for the most part and we managed to unpack everything within a 

couple of days.  No time to spare you see, as Cari must be 

ready with a full year of lesson plans and unit studies and a 

classroom prepared for a capacity enrollment of 1st graders 

coming together from all corners of the globe at the Christian 

International School of Prague. This week as well as next has 

been full of preparation, training and in-services.  

  

Less than one week after our arrival in Prague, we were hosting 

a get together for the leadership team of our new church-

planting partnership.  It was great to get to know each other a 

bit better and allow for all of our wives to fellowship together as 

we build a community of trust and mutual encouragement.  We 

have such a deep sense of gratitude and blessing to be able to 

partner with a church leadership team who share our vision, 

values, and enthusiasm for relevant and effective evangelism 

and church growth.  

To be sure, we are thankful for all of you who partner with this 

ministry by upholding both our ministries and family in 

prayer.  This Summer’s fruit is a testimony of your faithfulness 

as we petitioned you to pray for God’s sustaining grace which 

He delivered to us in spades.  How blessed we are to be your 

hands and feet in Czech Republic! 
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As we keep pressing forward with the gospel ministry, we would appreciate your prayers in 

the following ways: 

1. Rest- there’s not time for it. We desperately need it.    

2. Kids- people often remark how resilient kids are, but we often feel we stretch the limits of that 

truth.  This is a big transition for our kids, there has been much loss of security, friends, and 

community.  Pray that God would restore what they have lost in multiplied measures. 

3. School- Everyone is transitioning back to an American education at CISP.  This doesn’t really match up 

with the Czech education system they’ve been in up to this point and there will be some significant gaps 

for most of them.  Pray that these gaps would gradually be filled and that they would not get 

discouraged. 

4. Church-planting- Pray for our ministry with this new church plant.  Pray that our gifts would be 

effectively used to build up the hearts of the leaders already here, and to reach new people with the 

gospel who can be incorporated into this church body. 

5. Financial support- since our last update, we’ve had a few new supporters come on board with this 

ministry.  What a tremendous blessing that is! However, we still have a pretty significant monthly 



support shortage.  Pray that our Father would rise up several additional financial partners to keep this 

ministry going. 
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